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SCULPTURE FACADE LANDSCAPE INLAY



Ages Art is a entirely owned Indian assimilated company involved in production, sales
&  marketing, installation, services & support of interior, exterior & designer stone for

uses like  Hospitality, Government premises & Institutional buildings coupled with non-
commercial  places like High-end Residential, religious places & Architectural

monuments.
As you know, choosing the right stone materials for your place can be confusing and

time
consuming process. Let the experts at AGes Art Designs help.

We have rich experience using natural stone products in new home construction and
renovations. Ages Art Designs uses state-of-the-art CNC cutting machines for

fabrication.
This means that our customers benefit from high quality materials, technology

and  craftsmanship.
Stone Designing is a wonderful, creative process that is open for the imagination.



Feature Wall

Stone is an ideal form for feature wall cladding for keeping out the
elements. Depending on the stone in most cases the cladding will
not need any maintenance. True stone cladding has the benefits

of style and natures timeless strength. As well as your wall
highlighted.



Wall panel beautified with Gwalior
white with Gold leafing

Pattern-ARTIRIS



Pattern-ARTIRIS

Wall panel beautified with Gwalior
white with Gold leafing



Richness of leafs giving breath of in  wall.
Combo of yellow+white+red+grey  stone

Pattern-Maple leaf
Material- Sandstone & Marble



Amazing progressive blossom
reciprocating the wall

Pattern-BLOSSOM

Material- Beige Sandstone



Pattern-CLORE



Pattern-CUBO

Hierarchies of the module giving enthusiasm  of
cube



Pattern-Cubo Remix
Material- Sandstone



Pattern-DESTELLO
 
Material- Sandstone & Brass



Pattern-DESTELLO



Pattern-Wing
Material- Bottochino Marble



Pattern-Eclipse
 
Material- Mocca Crema-Limestone

Designed to accommodate every possible
requirement and taste



Pattern-Eclipse
Material- Red Sandstone



Pattern-OLIVE TREE
Material- Beige Composite Marble



Pattern-OLIVE TREE
Material- Mint White Sandstone



Pattern- flower
Material- Black Marquina marble



Pattern-Prima

Material- Beige Travertine

The rich assortment of carving makes it possible to customize the
wall for the most varied of mosaic designs



Pattern-Prima
Material- Beige Traventino



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The best selling product

Pattern-SHELL



Façade/Frontage
Ages Art’s façades give your home a striking, solid look at a fraction of  the
cost of solid stone. Choose your façade from a wide variety of stone  types,
colors, and patterns--from classic sandstone to rustic granite. Our  façades

are suitable for new construction and many restoration projects.
Façades clad in natural stone ensure a touch of warmth and distinction that
other materials cannot provide. We ensure high quality and delivery on time.
Natural stone like sandstone, granite, marble or slate has been used by man
throughout history to cover surfaces in some of the finest buildings. It is an

exclusive product conceived to stand out from all the rest.
Natural materials are also timeless - they are never out of fashion. A façade

clad in natural stone is a lifetime investment.



Pattern-Paramatrik
Material- Mint White Sandstone



Backlit Facade Panel-LED
Maintenance provision



Pattern-Floret
Material- Mint White Sandstone



Lattice/Jaali/Relief
Stone lattice work as seen in the architecture of the Taj Mahal is done in

geometric and floral designs to create light effects & partitions.
Which imparts an elegant look to the surrounding.

Carved out from the block of single or slab of stone. Our collection of these
stone screens offers multiple artistic & alluring designs. Our range includes

hand & Machine carved marble, sandstone & Granite screens.
The carved stone screens can easily withstand the harsh weather conditions

and can be used for decorating your home interiors and exteriors.
At Ages Art we offer a wide range of marble, sandstone & Granite  screens/

lattice, in a wide array of designs, which is known for its eye-catching  designs
and perfect finish.

Available in various sizes, patterns, & materials.



Pattern-Mariposa wing.
Material- Black Granite



Pattern-Bali Art jali
Material- Beige Sandstone



Pattern-Circle

Material- Gwalior White Sandstone

Hand carved –Two Sided
lattice



Pattern-Floret
Material- Recon White



Pattern-Zircon
Material- Mint White Sandstone



Pattern-Maharaja Jali
Material- Mint White Sandstone



Pattern-Monstera Leaf
Material- Mint White Sandstone



Pattern-Mother of pearl Overlay
Material- Mother of pearl

Overlaid mother of pearl on artificial wood
base



Pattern-Mother of pearl -Flower
Material- Mother of pearl & Artificial Marble



Pattern-Circle
Material- Bottochino marble



Inlay/Overlay
Though the stone inlay work of India is similar to that of the pietra dura of

Italy, former varies by not having a three dimensional structure and
more flat. It is fine art of setting gems and semi precious stone

In marble & granite.
We are using latest technology to get  intricate and

detailed work.
We are also doing Metal inlay (Brass, Steel & copper)  in stone

like granite, Onyx & marble.



Pattern-Tree of life
Material- Gem Stone inlay on Thasoss White



Pattern-Mandala
Material- Thassos & White MOP



Pattern-Brass Inlay
Material- Onyx & Brass

Astonished brass creating
marvelous

effect on onyx surface



Stone inlay on flooring
using golden onyx ,

bottochino
and

black marquina

Pattern-Onyx Inlay



Pattern-Checker



BathTub/Basin



Furniture/Table



Landscape

Stone sits well in landscapes as stone expresses solidity and a sense
of permanence. Enhance your outdoor area with a sculptural water

features. Bodies of water and stones are naturally attracting and
occurring elements. They bring visual reflections, movement and aural

pleasure. A consistent platform to compliment any garden or
landscape style



SCULPTURE

Contemporary Buddha



SCULPTURE

Endless designs and even you can customize it



PLANTERS



FOUNTAIN/ WATER  CASCADES/
REFLECTIVE SURFACE



THANK YOU!

Www.agesart.com
agesart2014@gmail.com


